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AUSTRALASIAN COMPANY MAKES BIODEGRADABLE PACKAGING
FOR E-COMMERCE
RETAIL

Better Packaging Company oﬀers biodegradable and recyclable packaging
in an eﬀort to create shipping material that is more sustainable
Spotted: The Australasian “Better Packaging Company” has created a form of eco-friendly
packaging for e-commerce shipping. The biodegradable and recyclable bags are part of a larger
eﬀ ort to reduce packaging waste, the company says.
Better Packaging Company currently oﬀ ers several alternatives to traditional packaging, including
plastic alternatives. The company also produces an envelope/pack line made from limestone quarry
waste, which feels like paper but is water-proof and recyclable.
A second line oﬀ ers compostable courier bags, known as ‘Real Dirt Bags’, which mimic plastic but are
biodegradable. This line also oﬀ ers compostable bubble bags, courier labels, ziplock and poly bags,
as well as ﬂow wrap.
The company’s founders were inspired to create eco-friendly alternatives to packaging after facing
the volume of waste produced by e-commerce. Their products are now used by retailers around the
world, including Etsy suppliers and L’Oréal.
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Takeaway:
The expansion of e-commerce, from the retailers who use it, to food delivery apps, has
increased the volume of packaging waste produced around the world. By some estimates, over
two billion takeaway containers per year are being used in the EU alone. Some governments,
including the UK, and companies such as Nestle, are already starting to focus on reducing nonrecyclable packaging. The demand for eco-friendly packaging -- such as the Better Packaging
Company's bags — is rapidly increasing, according to industry experts. Other changes include
some fully recyclable packaging and edible packaging.

